Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115
Posted by Rainy - 2012/03/05 06:35
_____________________________________

Build 114 can be downloaded from here:
Windows (32-bit): Rainlendar-2.10.b115-32bit.zip
Windows (64-bit): Rainlendar-2.10.b115-64bit.zip
Linux TAR (32-bit): Rainlendar-2.10.b115-i386.tar.bz2
Linux DEB (32-bit): rainlendar2-pro_2.10.b115-1_i386.deb
Linux TAR (64-bit): Rainlendar-2.10.b115-amd64.tar.bz2
Linux DEB (64-bit): rainlendar2-pro_2.10.b115-1_amd64.deb
Mac OS X (Intel): Rainlendar-2.10.b115.dmg
MD5SUMS-b115
This is beta version! It has not been tested.
Changes:
o Changed the Windows version to use the same file monitoring as other platforms since it seems to work better with
Dropbox.
o Handling of yearly recurring events should perform better now.
o The curl library is now linked statically on Linux.
o Creating new events from Rainlendar to an empty new Outlook data file failed.
o Unsupported fields are disabled in the event and task editors.
o Editing weekly recurring events cleared the weekdays in the recurrence.
o Exception dates are ignored in CSV export.
o The years after the summary can be added to any category. The categories can be chosen from the general settings.
o Added advanced option to choose if the years after summary is ordinal or normal count value.
o The tooltip in the tray is moved inside the screen.
o Added advanced option to enable window fading on Linux.
============================================================================

Re:Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115
Posted by Jorge_Luis - 2012/03/05 11:48
_____________________________________

Rainy, I don't know what you did with the "yearly recurring events", but... GOOD WORK!
Now Rainlendar starts in less than 1 second (instead of 10 seconds) and I can change the current month in less than 1
ms (instead of 10 seconds again).
For you, a thankful line of smilies:
:) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :)
============================================================================

Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115 - Failed to read
Posted by volmannc - 2012/03/05 17:16
_____________________________________

Installed 2.10 BETA build 115 this morning. After installing on top of the previous beta build I now receive the following
warning message when I add or delete a calendar entry in my Outlook 2010 calendar:
Warning .:. Rainlendar2
Outlook error!
Failed to read the Outlook items from "Personal Folders".
See log for more details.
The new calendar entry in Outlook does get successfully added to Rainlendar regardless of this warning message (also
gets successfully deleted when the Outlook calendar operation I perform is entry deletion).
I performed a direct unzip in to my existing Rainlendar2 folder (selected replace all for all pre-existing files in the folder). I
did not change anything else in my Outlook or Rainlendar2 environments.
:S
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============================================================================

Re:Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115
Posted by ngoonee - 2012/03/05 22:47
_____________________________________

% rainlendar
rainlendar: error while loading shared libraries: libssl.so.0.9.8: cannot open shared object file: No such file or directory
On Linux 64-bit (Arch Linux). SSL is currently on version 1.0.0.g here.
============================================================================

Re:Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115
Posted by Rorohiko - 2012/03/06 09:51
_____________________________________

Hi Rainy! :)
I got the same problem by updating rainlendar2 to version 115 as ngoone showed.
I use Ubuntu Oneric (11.10) (64-bit).
By the way: Thank you for a great program.
Rorohiko
============================================================================

Re:Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115 - Failed to read
Posted by spimps - 2012/03/06 09:53
_____________________________________

volmannc wrote:
http://www.rainlendar.net/cms/images/fbfiles/images/3_5_2012_5_35_03_PM.jpg
I get this same error with Outlook 2010. And the entry seems to read and write to and from Outlook fine.
============================================================================

Re:Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115 - Failed to read
Posted by FlyingHorse - 2012/03/06 16:04
_____________________________________

spimps wrote:
volmannc wrote:
http://www.rainlendar.net/cms/images/fbfiles/images/3_5_2012_5_35_03_PM.jpg
I get this same error with Outlook 2010. And the entry seems to read and write to and from Outlook fine.
I too am having the same problem just reading email. The log entry I got was:
16:54:15: WARNING: Microsoft Outlook: ScanStore: No MAPI session available.
16:54:16: Microsoft Outlook: Read 340 appointments, 275 tasks and -1 contacts
HTH
============================================================================

Re:Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115 - Failed to read
Posted by Rainy - 2012/03/08 11:37
_____________________________________
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The Outlook error is unnecessary. I'll fix that in the next build. Disabling the "Keep MAPI connection alive" should remove
the error too although I didn't test it myself.
The Linux version requires OpenSSL 0.9.8. There should be a compatibility package that you can install if by default your
distro has newer version.
============================================================================

Re:Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115 - Failed to read
Posted by ngoonee - 2012/03/09 01:27
_____________________________________

Rainy wrote:The Linux version requires OpenSSL 0.9.8. There should be a compatibility package that you can install if by
default your distro has newer version.
Thanks, but is this a new requirement? Old versions didn't use to.
============================================================================

Re:Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115 - Failed to read
Posted by Rainy - 2012/03/09 10:00
_____________________________________

The OpenSSL 0.9.8 is required at least until I upgrade the OS in my Linux build machines.
============================================================================

Re:Rainlendar 2.10 BETA build 115 - Failed to read
Posted by volmannc - 2012/03/09 10:47
_____________________________________

Rainy, you are correct, disabling the "Keep MAPI alive" option stopped this error from appearing but I did have to specify
a non-zero setting for the "Poll frequency (mins)" option so my Outlook calendar changes would reflect in Rainlendar
without manually initiating a refresh.
Many thanks! :)
============================================================================
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